
Rocket® EDX

Benefits/Features

Rocket® EDX, an EDI cloud managed service, lets you outsource all of your global EDI requirements. Your 
business will benefit from the speed and accuracy of processing orders, order acknowledgements, ship 
notices, invoices and more, making it simple to collaborate with your trading partners located around the 
world. Anywhere, anytime.

A Reliable, cost-effective EDI cloud-managed service

EDI as a managed service 
Outsource all of your global EDI requirements, day-
to-day tasks, and change management needs to the 
proven EDI experts at Rocket Software.

Reliable EDI that stays ahead of your business 
Ensures document flow with EDI and non-EDI trading 
partners. Routes, monitors, acknowledges and 
reconciles all EDI communications and transactions.

No need to be an EDI expert 
We handle any-to-any format translation, data 
mapping, integration, enrichment, and validation 
across tens of thousands of transactions a minute.

Benefit from a cloud solution 
No need to purchase servers or translation, mapping 
and communications software. EDX includes daily 
monitoring, updates and changes, support, and 
backups.

Your data is secure 
Rocket EDX is deployed in the Amazon Cloud. 
We treat your data like it’s our own and we are 
constantly monitoring for security updates.
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What our 
customers have 
to say

As long-time users of EDX, it has become an 
essential daily tool for Evco Plastics. It is easily 
modifiable for our constantly evolving business 
needs by Rocket’s experienced customer service 
team. The EDX team is there for us when we need 
them, always, and adapts EDX to our specific EDI 
requirements. This enables us to quickly on-
board and work with more trading partners in a 
timely manner as the EDX team is well versed with 
nuances of EDI.”

DAVID WOLLIN
Software Application Specialist,
Evco Plastics

With Rocket EDX you can:

Quickly onboard trading partners 
You and your trading partners connect to the Rocket EDX 
hub to send and receive data in the formats you choose.

Reduce TCO with fast ROI 
Our SaaS model provides a low entry cost, with scalable 
capacity and service that you can link to results.

Retain complete visibility 
Use the web-based dashboard to track, trace, and 
report on all transactions, speeding issue resolution. 

Integrate with ERP and other systems 
Our system-agnostic, single-platform EDI management 
approach helps you achieve a successful 
implementation. 

Use your EDI formats 
Rocket EDX supports all EDI standards and 
communication protocols including custom formats.

Rely on our EDI experts 
Our managed services team lets you focus on what 
you do best: running your business.

The future won’t wait—modernize today.
Get a quote

Visit RocketSoftware.com
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